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1. Introduction 
In “The new humanitarian basics”, DuBois proposes to initiate a dialogue on humanitarian policies and 

practices aiming at changing how the humanitarian system thinks “about itself, its role and the way the 

broader international community and crisis-affected people think about relief assistance and 

protection”. He talks about “design theory suggesting immersing oneself in the user experience”. By 

putting the “user”, the beneficiary, at the centre of the implementing system, he imagines a shifting of 

power and decision making and a changing of the dynamics, by ensuring that vulnerable people become 

not just users but owners of the system (DuBois, 2018).1  

In the global context of increased complexity of crises, recurrent shocks, protracted displacement, 

limited government capacity and lack of resources for meeting growing humanitarian needs, 

development and humanitarian actors are joining forces to find innovative approaches (Watson, 2016). 

Even with good intentions, the international community appears to have great difficulties in working 

effectively in partnership (Smillie, 2001). While this discussion exists in the development field from 

decades, there have been limited efforts to obtain quantifiable and measurable data on the results of 

these efforts. In practice, especially in complex humanitarian settings, the translation of the theory into 

practice fails, encountering several limits. It has been seen in several humanitarian efforts over the last 

few years, especially in protracted crisis, that the formal humanitarian system is passing through a 

critical juncture in its evolution. Much has been written in recent years about the need to build local 

capacities. 

The protection aspect becomes very relevant in a humanitarian setting every day more complex, where 

there is an emerging need to ensure protection to the vulnerable and affected population, as a central 

aspect of the humanitarian intervention (WFP, 2013). We World - GVC Community Protection 

Approach (CPA) is a methodology that comprises a context-specific process of multi-sectoral 

assessments to determine patterns of risks and understand the resilience capacity of a targeted 

population versus a specific risk (We World-GVC, 2015). The CPA integrates community-based 

protection across humanitarian programmes and allows to generate a baseline analysis able to develop 

evidence-based data for the selection of the most appropriate protection response (Michele, 2015), in 

different humanitarian settings. The CPA is inspired to the Safety with Dignity approach designed by 

Action Aid in 2010 and to the “Egg Protection Framework” as a goal to work jointly towards a single 

shared objective of protecting communities (ICRC, 2001). At the same time, the methodology and its 

integrated and holistic multi-sector and multi stakeholder approach are an important practical and 

                                                           
1 This is a contemporary interpretation of the literature of mid ’80, sustaining the bottom-up approach, the participatory 
approaches or the “putting the last first” methods envisaged by Robert Chambers through the Participatory Research 
Approaches and Participatory Rural Appraisals methods, among others. It is not new in the humanitarian settings and it is 
what, theoretically the humanitarian stakeholders plan to do. 
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concrete attempt to filling the gap between the Protection Theory and the Humanitarian Development 

Peace Nexus. 

 

2. The scope of the proposed study and the methodology used 
The study conducted by the University of Pavia analyses the Community Protection Approach (CPA), 

designed by the NGO We World-GVC, across three selected criteria of Relevance, Consistency and 

Applicability. The relevance is described as the criteria that allows defining the new elements 

introduced by the CPA while guiding the study to investigate on the conditions that establish the 

methodology and its logic in a multi-stakeholder and multi-sector environment. The consistency of the 

CPA is reflected in its soundness, logic, appropriateness and accuracy in addressing the community’s 

needs and risks. The criteria of applicability helps understand the CPA replicability and transferability 

to other contexts. The CPA has been passed through numerous revisions, adaptations, consultations and 

adjustment and the refining process will continue in the future. 

The study forms an evidence-based analysis around the application, innovation, added value, limitations 

and areas of improvements that the methodology has in achieving its outcomes and contribution in 

filling the gap between the Protection Theory and the Humanitarian Development Peace Nexus. The 

study looked at the CPA methodological approach and its logic, the components and the processes of 

the CPA itself and, on the other hand, analysed its applicability in the context of the oPt and Lebanon 

and the replicability to other contexts. By looking at the two programs of oPt and Lebanon, the team 

studied the different phases established for the implementation and replication (especially with 

reference to the Handbook material) and highlight the areas for improvement. It represents an effort to 

help identify strengths and lessons learnt for future applicability. 

The methodology was composed of the following phases: 

1. Literature review and critical analysis based on the relevant material made available by We 

World – GVC. The material reviewed is composed of official documents, reports, handbooks, 

publications as well as academic material and documents and reports produced by international 

organizations and NGOs (internal and external documents). A specific review was conducted 

on the CPA Handbook material developed made available by We World – GVC. The Handbook 

material made available in 2019 and composed by an Overview, a Guideline and a Toolkit 

offers precious support to understand, step by step, the CPA structure and components. It offers 

a guide to “set out the general logic of the CPA and to identify application opportunities in 

different contexts” (GVC, 2018). The handbook provides guidance on how to manage the data 

collected. The training package will be made available soon, thus it was not part of the present 

study. 
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2. A series of Skype calls took place with We World – GVC staff (local and international staff 

involved in the design and implementation of the CPA both at an operational and technical 

level).  The Skype calls contributed to the literature review exercise and provided valuable 

information on the tools and operational aspects of the methodology. 

3. Field missions to the oPt and Lebanon to conduct semi-structured interviews with relevant 

stakeholders on the implementation of the CPA in the two countries (see Annexes of the 

questionnaire and the list of the stakeholders that have been met). The semi-structured 

interviews were conducted with We World - GVC staff (national and international), with the 

four consortium partners (two consortium partners in Lebanon and four in oPt), with donors 

and with external stakeholders involved in the implementation process of the CPA, both at the 

technical and operational level.  

The semi-structured interviews were divided into specific sessions dedicated to the three criteria 

of the study (Relevance, Consistency and Applicability), to cross-cutting issues, to technical 

tools and aspects of the CPA, to operational aspects of the CPA, to the consortium structure 

and functioning, to the implementation of the CPA in its protection aspects.  

      

3. CPA theoretical approach 
The CPA operationalizes integrated protection providing a people-centred system of analysis and 

monitoring of causal factors, identifying needs and challenges (Oxfam, 2016). The result of this effort 

is an ambitious and solid systematized approach, structured and modular, where population engagement 

is central and designed as a process of empowerment (GVC, 2018). It offers the possibility to adapt its 

components and tools to different contexts as well as to the level of access to the population, according 

to scenarios, population profile, objectives. The CPA promotes the use of specific tools to elaborate 

different programmes and analysis outputs (GVC, 2018): the Multi-sector Questionnaire (MQ) that 

generates the Integrated Protection System of Indicators (IPSI), the Narrated Community Perspective 

(NCP) and the Individual Protection Approach (IPA)2.  

Local protection activities are elaborated and designed to increase the capacities of the communities, 

reduce exposure to harm and develop local strategies to increase protection from impeded access to safe 

and dignified life (ANALP, 2018). The concept of protection encompasses all activities aimed at 

“ensuring full respect for the rights of the individual in accordance with the letter and the spirit of the 

relevant bodies of law i.e., human rights, international humanitarian law and refugee law” (Caverzasio, 

2001).  

                                                           
2 MQ: Questionnaire including sector and risk analysis questions. NCR: An approach of community participation and 
engagement with mixt modalities. IPA: Mechanism to identify families and individuals whose immediate physical, safety and 
dignity needs are not met. For more info read CPA Toolkit, page. 3, Introduction section.  
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The Protection Response Plans (PRPs) generated by the CPA put together different sectors under the 

protection umbrella and represent a community engagement and empowerment instrument for multi-

sectors and multi-stakeholder scenarios. Presently the CPA is implemented in oPt West Bank and 

Lebanon, have started in Gaza Strip while other scoping missions undertaken outside MENA and in 

Latina America region.  

 

 

4. Summary of the key findings 
Below, in summary, key findings of the study: 

1. The CPA is an extremely innovative methodology that tries to align quantitative and qualitative 

analysis for the extraction of detailed information about a targeted community. It represents an 

outstanding effort to re-discuss the humanitarian mindset, translating into practice, the shifting 

from the traditional humanitarian concept of “assistance centred” towards the “community 

empowering centred”.  

2. The CPA uses a holistic and comprehensive approach to translate the theory of community 

empowerment into practice and, in comparison with other methodologies applied in the 

humanitarian world, it represents a unique effort to involving the target community through a 

multi-sectoral approach to make the inclusion of all possible aspects of the community life.  

3. The CPA is aligned to the core humanitarian standards and it is framed within the effort of using 

less “traditional” humanitarian interventions towards a more participatory and inclusive 

facilitation approach. Participatory approaches are not new within the humanitarian work, but 

the sophisticated quantitative tools such as the use of the MQ and the IPSI leading to the 

qualitative tools (e.g. NCP and IPA) is considered innovative, especially in the prioritization 

exercise that the methodology envisages through the data extraction and interpretation.  

4.  The CPA represents an innovative holistic approach that tries to overcome the dilemma that 

Smillie states clearly saying that “the trade-off between outsiders doing things themselves and 

working to build longer-term capacities among local communities and local organizations so 

that people will be better able to deal with their challenges and increase their resilience” 

(Smillie, 2001). The CPA represents an outstanding effort in filling the gap between the 

Protection Theory and the Humanitarian Development Peace Nexus. 

5. The CPA aims to establish a conducive environment for the active empowerment of the 

population in the cyclical process of: identify needs of different sectors, propose credible 

solutions and translating this effort into action plans, continuously monitoring the evolving of 
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the context to reshape the initial strategy (GVC, 2018). It really focusses on the most vulnerable 

and targets them with the whole set of tools under a unique logical rationale.  

6. All the CPA stakeholders are certainly supporting the concept behind the CPA and profoundly 

believe in the relevance of the methodology as it is an innovative effort to try bridging the gap 

between the humanitarian and developmental interventions, towards a more holistic and 

integrated approach.  

7. The methodology is considered an extraordinary effort of multi-sector approach, working 

together throughout several areas, representing a good practice of community strengthening 

method. 

8. The CPA results are consistent as it is not a stand-alone methodology bringing different 

organizations together, targeting the same community, avoiding overlapping and duplication. It 

has the capacity of the CPA to operate at the community level in a humanitarian setting, which 

is not common: in fact, although participatory approaches are not new within the aid work, it is 

recognized that the multi-sector assessment proposed by the CPA results to be practical and 

concrete, especially in a changing and fragmented environment of protracted crisis like the oPt 

and Lebanon. 

9. The effort done by a small NGO, to create a methodology that has in itself all the potential to 

really reshape the traditional humanitarian setting from aid dependency (or need’s based fast 

delivery) to let community be empowered to take informed decision and, ultimately be part (or 

ideally protagonist) of the humanitarian machinery, moved an equally great support from the 

humanitarian partners as well as governments and donors. In a competitive humanitarian 

environment, in which all the actors are competing for the same funds and in which political 

equilibrium has a direct impact on partners’ programming, the CPA concentrated its efforts 

towards the community engagement, empowering them and show a credible effort to be 

accountable to the beneficiaries.  

10. The CPA is a tool that requires commitment, willingness and capacity to be understood: it 

absorbs time both in its implementation process and in producing results and evidence. In a 

complex humanitarian system, very often driven by traditional humanitarian mind-set, the CPA 

can have a multiplier effect to generate a common effort, by putting the community at the centre 

of the decision making. 

11. The consortium roles and responsibilities within the CPA framework, both in oPt and in 

Lebanon, are a positive effort to harmonize the coordination mechanisms and consequently the 

relation between the consortium members, as well as to attract other stakeholders to work in a 

multisectoral and inclusive way. The work within the Consortium has allowed the assessment 

stage of the CPA in the West Bank to cover almost double the communities and reach settings 
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without previous access. Working with these communities has allowed creating real 

engagement and rapport between community members and field staff of the participating 

organizations. 

12. The components of the CPA are flexible and adaptable to different context; hence, the 

methodology has a great potential for transferability and applicability. The IPSI, among the 

several tools, showed the highest potential for applicability. However, the transferability 

exercise of the CPA needs to be accompanied by an adaptation and acceptance process and all 

the tools need to be tailored to the country capacity/existing situation.  

13. The idea of the CPA to put the community at the centre of the implementation implies time to 

carry out a structured process of continuous engagement, supporting trust building and 

accountability. At the same time, especially in the complex humanitarian context, the 

characteristics of the community can represent limitations that need to be tackled and tailored 

into the CPA tools, through in-depth feasibility analysis and with great anticipation from the 

start of the process implementation.  

14. The contextualization process of the CPA is strongly influenced by the humanitarian (and/or 

development) architecture in which will be implemented. Being for its nature, flexible and able 

to provide a snapshot of the community situation, the CPA has the great potential to be adaptable 

to different contexts. The tools that compose the CPA needs to be tailored to the existing 

situation and adjusted according to the changes reported during the implementation process. For 

this reason, the CPA needs to ensure a necessarily extended timeframe for the contextualization 

process which starting from a pre-filling of the information through secondary data, will need 

to pass through an adaptation effort of the tools to the context. 

15. The above-mentioned contextualization process needs to be accompanied by an acceptance 

process from partners and stakeholders, from national to the local level, from the consortium 

partners to the external stakeholders that will necessarily be involved at a certain stage of the 

implementation process. The acceptance of the CPA from partners and stakeholders is a costly 

and time-consuming process, but it is a vital investment for the effectiveness of the CPA action.  

16. The CPA offered the possibility, especially in a complex humanitarian context such as Lebanon, 

to have something that was related not only to emergency response but also community-level 

transitional intervention. The CPA in fact targets specific actions that endorse a rights-based 

approach, rather than responding through the more traditional humanitarian perspective to use 

a needs-based approach. However, the application of this into practice pointed out in Lebanon 

a questionable capacity of the methodology to provide evidence-based analysis on having 

contributed to empowering the community in complex humanitarian settings, where targeted 
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communities are on a protracted early recovery phase. This is partially due to the short time of 

implementation of the CPA in Lebanon (only one year so far). 

17. Advocacy, visibility and communication are components that will play a crucial role in 

providing an evidence-based approach that will benefit the credibility of the consortium and, 

lastly, will contribute in scaling up good practices and lessons learned for future application. 

This is especially true for the Lebanon case, where the relatively short time-life of the CPA did 

not allow yet, to show all its beneficial potentials.  

18. The CPA has a shown credible capacity to be transferred to another context. Especially in 

developing contexts, the CPA will be fully and easily adapted to be tailored.  

      

5. Analysing the CPA 

5.1 The Relevance of the CPA 
Through the analysis of the relevance, several innovation elements have been identified, both in 

comparison with other approaches and in consideration of its strategies adjusted to certain social, 

political and economic contexts.  

 

5.1.1 The Relevance of the CPA in comparison with other participatory approaches 

Being built on lessons learned and existing methodologies and tools, the CPA has similarities with many 

approaches used in humanitarian and developing programmes. In literature, the Capacity and 

Vulnerability Analysis (CVA) introduced by Mary Anderson and Peter Woodrow in 1989 (Chigas and 

Woodrow, 2018), was based on the idea that “individuals and groups have capacities in addition to 

obvious vulnerabilities”. For the first time, concepts like vulnerabilities and capacities were introduced 

in humanitarian settings. The Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), a revolutionary approach introduced 

in the early 1990s, introduced instead of the awareness of the considerable gap between the objectives 

and the results of many rural development efforts. The PRA provides a systematic approach to learning 

about people and context, recognizing the capacity of individuals and communities (Smillie, 2001; 

Chambers, 1997; Peter, 1994). The Participatory Capacity and Vulnerability Analysis, the Vulnerability 

Risk Assessment are risk analysis tools designed to help organizations engage with communities in 

contexts where crisis are significant drivers of poverty and suffering (ADB, 2004). It is in fact 

recognized in the literature that “participatory research brings a commitment to respect local 

knowledge facilitating local ownership and control” (Chambers, 1997). 

Other methodologies more sector-specific like the FAO Integrated Phase Classification (IPC) or the 

WFP-UNICEF Integrated Context Analysis (ICA) are also powerful instruments that promote the multi-

partner initiatives for improving food security and nutrition analysis and decision-making. The two 
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approaches work to strengthen the design, planning and implementation of longer-term resilience-

building programmes, developed in partnership and aligned to national and local priorities. They place 

people and partners at the centre of planning, using converging analyses and consultations (ICA 

Manual, WFP and IPC Manual, FAO). However, the tools are sector related and are not applicable to 

multi-sector scenarios.  

Table 1: Comparison of the CPA with other  approaches.  

 

    
Source: GVC, 2018 

 

By doing a comparative analysis of the CPA with the above-mentioned methodologies, it can be said 

that the CPA provides a participatory multi-level mixed method approach of research and analysis that 

allow having more interpretive information (GVC, 2018). The CPA is designed to generate a localized 

system of monitoring and analysis and it doesn’t encourage the creation of new community groups to 

work with. It is built upon the existing social and cultural systems and it tries to build up a picture of 

the functioning and characteristics, environment, capacity, conditions of a community with two main 

core activities (GVC, 2018): 

1. Define a set of activities to ensure integrated protection; 

2. Ensure complementarity and coordination between the different actors, with the population at 

its centre. (GVC 2018, WBPC 2016). 

While other methodologies have possible complementarities with the CPA approach, it is essential to 

mention that the CPA aims to establish a conducive environment for the active empowerment of the 

population in the cyclical process of: identify needs of different sectors, propose credible solutions and 

translating this effort into action plans, continuously monitoring the evolving of the context to reshape 

the initial strategy (GVC 2018). While most of the participatory methodologies are results-based 
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analysis or activities, the CPA offer a need and rights-based monitoring and analysis that it is constantly 

adjusted to the changes reported from the community, their evolving conditions and capacity. For this 

reason, it requires an enormous effort of identification of community characteristics (exercises like 

community analysis, community profiling, legal mapping, risk mapping is some of the tools of the 

methodology).  

 

5.1.2 The relevance of the CPA within the Humanitarian Development Nexus 

Part of the innovation of this approach stands in the fact that it entitles the decision to work 

collaboratively with the communities at the whole range of actors, supporting the common effort of 

achieving “safety and dignity”. CPA quality and success are based on the collaborative work of all 

management and technical experts within the organization, involving multi-dimensional factors 

connected with sector priorities (CPA Guidelines, 2018, page 7) and concretely address them at the 

same time. This is not very common in humanitarian work. 

With its modular adaptable components, the CPA represents an effort in bridging the gap of the 

applicability of the Humanitarian Development Nexus offering a key innovation that contributes to the 

strengthening of the relationship between the community and the other stakeholders (Mode 1 and 4 of 

the CPA) (CPA Guidelines, 2018).  

The activities try to reach all the community levels, “even the most isolated in terms of vulnerabilities 

and risks and they foster decision making”, programmatic analysis and data sharing for the entire project 

life cycle (GVC, 2016; GVC, 2018). The decentralization approach is core in every component and is 

envisaged since the first steps of the CPA implementation. Furthermore, the implementation mechanism 

integrates multi-sector activities and stress the importance of an interdisciplinary approach, and the 

appliance of theory and practice in the field as well as policy level (ANALP, 2018). 

 

5.1.3 The relevance of the community empowerment  

The CPA methodology endorses an integrated holistic approach that allows addressing the causal 

factors of people’s vulnerability, capacity and risk even in complex contexts in which humanitarian and 

development aid is provided in fragmented ways and where operates a high number of humanitarian 

actors. Through the CPA the targeted community is enacted to self-analyse needs and vulnerabilities: 

this is meant to support an ongoing process of review and identification of actions that promotes 

protection in vulnerable contexts (GVC, 2016). The activities follow the evolution of the population 

conditions/capacity, leaving space to multiple possibilities of adjustment and interpretation. The 

methodology endorses the self-decision making of the targeted population that is the holder and owner 

of the activities.  
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In contexts in which it is difficult to guarantee sustainable solutions and, at the same time, high quality 

of interventions, the CPA has a solid structure able to translate into practice the concept of community 

empowerment, and it has demonstrated to be able to put them at the centre of the action by building 

trust among the communities, “spend time with them” and make them aware of their capacity, 

responsibilities and rights. The methodology, in fact, is extremely varied, based on multiple layers, all 

interconnected allowing a greater capability of the tools to be transferred at the local level, where the 

actual implementation of the activities takes place. Although facing challenges, the context-specific 

process of multi-sectoral assessment is a sophisticated effort that allows describing, with remarkable 

precision, the resilience capacity of a targeted population versus a specific risk (GVC, 2016). 

The engagement of the community is a long path that needs to be supported by local authorities and 

partners, while the disengagement of these actors into the process can affect the community and the 

potentiality of their expression within the CPA. To this extent, staff capacity is an extremely vital aspect 

for the effectiveness of the CPA, especially in a changing/evolving working culture, in a multi sector-

stakeholders’ environment where it is essential to have an in-depth capacity to understand the tools. 

Guarantee this level of engagement for a tool that is complex needs an effort of coordination and 

management skills that requires high commitment and capacity. 

There is a fragile but important wire that supports the effectiveness/quality of the community 

empowerment path that stands practically in the capacity of the CPA staff/management “to indeed 

engage with the CPA essence and scope, to indeed be committed in understanding the “hows” and the 

“whys” of the CPA and be willing to defend them” (Anonymous, 2019). These are the key requirements 

and personal skills that outperform professional and academic background (that are also important). 

Building acceptance from the community and have staff that will be able to manage the CPA, however, 

are extremely interrelated, especially in complex situations, where there are several layers of 

coordination. The field staff working within the CPA usually have exposure to things that work in 

multiple sectors and have a broad understanding of what can be applied in those areas. On the other 

side this aspect can be also seen as a limitation to innovation: the fundamental importance of not going 

to fast or not being “too picky at the beginning of the CPA implementation process” (Anonymous 2019) 

(for example in the oPt), has been a problem while conducting for example the MQ in a high number 

of communities, putting too much pressure on the field team that had not enough time to empower 

people and make them understand the CPA (Anonymous, 2019). “Who we talk to fundamentally shaped 

the planning” and it is easy to do bias to shape the results (Anonymous, 2019). In a context where 

external factors can contaminate the planning of the activities, it is important to ensure that the 

empowerment of community is protracted in time. The governments are not always fully willing to join 

the CPA, reason why the communities need to be resistant, consistent and resilient at the same time, in 

being empowered by the effort put into the CPA (Anonymous, 2019). 
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5.1.4 The relevance of the consortium 

The CPA functioning is strictly dependent by the capacity of the stakeholders to work in partnership, 

encouraging to work not to “reach the organizations’ goals” but to act as “a partnership that shares 

priorities and programme methodologies”. Partners (the West Bank Protection Consortium [WBPC] in 

the case of the oPt) are “one” entity with same work modalities and the same objectives. This guarantees 

the centrality of the safety and dignity-oriented effort (which all the partners share as a priority area) 

(OCHA, 2019) and make essential the requirements asked to the partnership/consortium that will 

manage the CPA. The consortia found in the oPt and Lebanon are a good result of how to vehiculate 

the effort of introducing and implementing the CPA, through an inclusive and comprehensive approach. 

Although the coordination effort in both countries resulted to be fragmented at different stages of the 

implementation process of the CPA (and costly resulted also the effort to harmonize the organizations’ 

structures and processes) it has been recognized the value to have an open structure capable to absorb 

and incorporate innovations and changes in the way of working. So far, the consortium embodies the 

best space to fit the CPA process. Overall, the consortium idea fits with great potential within the CPA 

represent a relevant platform able to channel the implementation process vertically (from national to 

community level) and horizontal (among partners and with local authorities). There will be a chapter 

dedicated to the Consortium, it's functioning and potentiality further in this study. 

 

5.1.5. The relevance of the Rights-based approach fostered by the CPA 

It is observed that the CPA’s effectiveness and efficiency are subordinated to the ethical principles by 

which people should not just hold power over the crisis in their community but hold the self-decision-

making power in protracted and complex crisis while remaining present at all stages and at all levels 

(DuBois, 2018). This concept leaves space to the rights-based approach, fostered by the CPA. The 

human rights-based approach envisaged by the CPA means that individuals and communities should 

know their rights. It also means that they should be fully supported to participate in the development of 

policy and practices which affect their lives and to claim rights where necessary. A human rights-based 

approach emphasises the moral foundation that goes deeper than the ‘on-off’ legal commitments and 

rights granted by governments and highlights that every human has rights (Carroll et al., 2009). The 

rights-based approach means a deliberate and explicit focus on enabling people to achieve the minimum 

conditions for living with dignity – in other words, achieving their human rights. A rights-based 

approach is grounded in the International Human Rights Framework and is a value-based development 

approach which works for the inclusion of all people on ethical grounds, without discrimination, in 

building a fair, just and non-discriminatory society. A rights-based approach also works to strengthen 

the willingness and readiness of all people – both as ‘rights holders’ (individuals and groups with valid 
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claims) and as ‘duty bearers’ (State, non-State actors and other power-holders with correlative 

obligations) – to take up their responsibilities and to fulfil their obligations towards each other (Carroll 

et al., 2009). The focus is on changing relationships in ways that ensure that power and responsibility 

can be shared safely between all stakeholders, building accountability and encouraging a willingness to 

fulfil obligations.  

It is remarkable the effort and results gathered by the application of this approach, through the CPA, in 

an incredible political complex contest like the oPt, were the synergies of the main stakeholders 

(including the right holders and duty bearers) had the same direction to fulfil the goal of the CPA to 

empower people and guarantee their ownership through the process. The results obtained by the 

community are documented in several reports representing an extraordinarily good practice relevant for 

replication. It has been observed however that the application of the rights-based approach envisaged 

by the CPA has shown some limitations. In protracted contexts in which the duty bearers are not 

engaged, where the status of the beneficiaries of the humanitarian/development assistance is not 

recognized by the governments, where the humanitarian community is fragmented and not fully 

supportive of the CPA approach and the community identity is very diversified (Clusters in Lebanon 

where the refugees are grouped in temporary settlements), the communities are repeatedly left in a 

permanent condition of not being able to guarantee their basic needs. This is the situation in which the 

rights-based approach is completely suffocated by the vicious circle of the traditional humanitarian 

assistance (dependency from humanitarian aid). Under this kind of scenario, the CPA takes more time 

to express its potential while, at the same time, can be put under a latent reputational risk of being 

ineffective “propose simply nothing new” (Anonymous, 2019).   

The humanitarian mandate of partners and donors, and the context in which they operate (e.g. in the 

case of Lebanon), their programming and their timeframe should be seen as the first fact that needs to 

be analysed at the time the CPA wants to be introduced. The humanitarian settings (emergency and 

protracted crisis) are characterized by a needs-based approach that cannot be reshaped nor accompanied 

by a parallel system if the basic needs of a population are not fulfilled (Anonymous 2019). Thus, by the 

time the CPA will start introducing a rights-based approach in a complex humanitarian setting, it is 

recommendable to come in with a technical entry point making sure that the intervention will not suffer 

from the focus that is proposed by the methodology. At the same time, there might be a better position 

vis a vi the donors and partners to present the right-based CPA programming approach, “clarifying the 

need to have a longer timeframe implementation process and that it will bring its potential benefits into 

the community in a more solid way” (Anonymous, 2019). In that way it might be easier to advocate for 

the methodology, attract partners since the beginning, and have a major impact on the communities.  
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5.2 The Consistency of the CPA 
The consistency of the CPA is reflected in its soundness, logic, appropriateness and accuracy in 

addressing community’s vulnerability, risk and resilience capacity while, at the same time, keep the two 

CPA aims as binding principles:  

i. Increase communities’ and individuals’ capacity to make informed decisions; 

ii. Support the coordinated mobilization of multi-stakeholder and multi-sector efforts (GVC, 

2018).  

The consistency of the CPA has strengths and weaknesses. The structure of the CPA remains 

theoretically solid in its soundness, logic and robustness and very flexible to bounce back the effects of 

variables that can put at risk its consistency. At the same time, the great capacity of the methodology to 

collect data and the ability to interpret the information has an incredible capacity to transform them into 

an understanding of perceptions. Furthermore, the perception versus the reality (and the evolution of 

the reality) doesn’t necessarily change the CPA programming but there are contextual risks (external to 

the CPA) versus the community that can affect the robustness of the CPA.  

The logic, appropriateness and accuracy of the CPA is described as follows: as an incredible effort to 

come closer to “reflecting community’s vulnerability, risks and capacities” (Anonymous, 2019) – and 

to a transfer of power not merely from international to local agencies, but from a “global” to a home 

society (European Commission, 2016). The system of data collection, analysis and monitoring results 

used by the CPA resulted to be robust and effective in its soundness and structure: it is adaptable to 

different range of skilled staff, with attention to guarantee a scientific approach to analysis (GVC, 2018) 

and, at the same time, it is flexible to a wide range of variables without losing its focus. It is a data 

collection tools composed by a modular methodology: structured through the three instruments of the 

MQ/IPSI, NCP, IPA, is a mixed between quantitative and qualitative data, triangulated and tailored 

throughout the different phases of the CPA with aim to “identify needs in conjunction with rights and 

entitlements” (GVC, 2018) of a vulnerable population.  

In relation to the analysis of the CPA’s intervention logic and its level of flexibility (capacity to consider 

any changed circumstances and consequent updates), it has been observed that the CPA has proved 

capacity to remain consistent given changed circumstances. The tools used for monitoring and assessing 

the evolution of the situation allows having a remarkable interpretation of the changes in the population 

conditions. The Protection Response Plan (PRP) is an example of a credible tool that is continuously 

updated, tailored and adjusted to the evolution of the community. The CPA monitoring system allows 

protection activities to be measured and reshaped along the programme lifecycle. The CPA signifies 

that protection, as such, is not envisaged as a stand-alone sector and it is represented across all sectors 

of action, monitored by the combination of the IPSI and the NCP results (GVC 2018). To ensure that 

the data is collected in the most comprehensive way: MQ, IPSI, IPA and NCP questions and indicators 
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are combined, and a trigger mechanism is automatically generated with the objective of capturing the 

evolution of protection risks and vulnerabilities (Anonymous, 2019). The second stage of this exercise 

is then activation of specific tools to further investigate and address the variation of those risks and 

respond by reshaping and readjusting activities within a certain timeframe (GVC 2018).  

      

5.2.1 The consistency of CPA’s Monitoring, Evaluation, Accountability & Learning 

(MEAL)  
MEAL system within the CPA is a vital mechanism that allows a permanent eye and reflection of the 

evolution of the community, within the CPA implementation process. The CPA has a theoretical 

approach solid in its structure of ensuring that the changes and the evolution of the community are 

registered and reported within the framework of the PRPs. The soundness and logic of the CPA tools 

allow the community to participate in the process of monitoring their conditions and at the same time 

learning from their engagement process.  

A limitation that came out from the two consortiums (oPt and Lebanon) during the field missions was 

the need to improve the MEAL component into the structure of the CPA and the need to have a more 

systematic capacity to analyse data (Anonymous, 2019). In the context of Lebanon, the capacity of 

monitoring and evaluation is linked to the expectations of consortium partners (and donors) “on the MQ 

results with the consequence to have implemented the questionnaire much quicker than needed and with 

a quick pre-filling exercise” (Anonymous, 2019). The nation-wide assessment done in Lebanon for 

instance, highlighted  a need to improve preparedness in planning the outputs produced with MQ and 

IPSI that was incredibly high in numbers and difficult to systematize within the first year of the project 

(and considering the unrecognized status of the refugees placed in settlements). This can become a risk 

for the accuracy of the whole methodology especially when time and resources are little.  

Data extraction can also be affected by contextual risks like seasonal variables adding a burn to the 

MEAL component, the reason why the timeframe for the implementation of the MQ is vital to ensure 

its quality. Ultimately, the acceptance and confidence in data sharing among the different stakeholders 

involved in the CPA can generate a risk for the transparency and neutrality of the process with a 

potential reputational risk for the consortium and for the CPA as a whole (Anonymous, 2019).  

It has been observed that the preparedness work and contextualization of the methodology lack in 

consistency in the measure the process is put under pressure when the need to accomplish 

partners/donors is higher than the need to properly review and prepare for implementation. The 

consequent of this circle is the production of data that are not able to profoundly reflect perspectives 

nor to cover the perceptions of the community (Anonymous, 2019). This generates a lack of confidence 

in the data holder in sharing results in an inclusiveness way, given the lack of capacity to conduct an 
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analysis that respects in practice, all the CPA steps. The sustainability of the methodology fully depends 

on the capability to show results and will depend on the willingness of the stakeholders to open and 

share the methodology with other partners. The MEAL structure will play a fundamental role in 

strengthening and improving CPA processes.  

The above-mentioned dynamics is strictly linked also with another aspect, which is the work in 

partnership with the local NGOs present on the field. The engagement with these organizations can be 

thwarted by the unwillingness and resistance to being involved in the CPA implementation process, 

especially if the consortium partners are new into the community. It has been observed that, even by 

showing complementarity within programmes and activities, the CPA inclusion into existing 

mechanisms has been seen as a mere monitoring exercise and duplication of activities (Anonymous, 

2019). This can represent a risk for the consistency of the CPA as a whole, as the community could 

perceive the fragmentation of the activities with the same community representatives engaging with 

several entities and putting energies on different activities (sometimes contrasting once). This lack of 

coordination and duplication can ultimately affect the community, the accountability to them and can 

overwhelm the environment with repetition and confusing mechanisms. Even in areas where there is no 

presence of the consortium, but there are community targeted, it will be vital to work with the local 

NGOs and ensure they gather a deep knowledge of the methodology, its approach, it's functioning. It 

needs to be sufficiently contextualized even if it comes to the extent of compare it globally with other 

existing tools risking the acceptance in certain contexts, but it is vital for the community-driven 

approach.  

      

5.3 The Applicability of the CPA  
The criteria of applicability help understand the CPA replicability and transferability to other contexts. 

The CPA has been passed through numerous revisions, adaptations, consultations and adjustment and 

the refining process will continue in the future. 

The Handbook material made available in 2019 and composed by an Overview, a Guideline and a 

Toolkit offers precious support to understand, step by step, the CPA structure and components. It offers 

a guide to “set out the general logic of the CPA and to identify application opportunities in different 

contexts” (GVC, 2018). The handbook provides guidance on how to manage the data collected. The 

training package will be made available soon.  

The replicability of the CPA stands, for its nature, within the conceptual framework that guided the 

creation of the methodology, since the very first stages of designing and testing in 2013. In fact, at that 

time, the team assigned to develop the CPA investigated the following objectives (GVC, 2018): 
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i. Ensure its applicability within humanitarian and development project cycles: the CPA 

applies a multi-level mixed approach that can capture single or multiple level analysis and 

it has been tested and applied in complex protracted crisis, such as the oPt context.  

ii. Investigate the effectiveness of its people-centres and empowerment approach: population 

engagement is designed as a process of empowerment and it results to be adapted to 

different contexts. 

iii. Verify its actual value to reduce the assessment fatigue of the population: through the 

identification of threats, vulnerabilities and capacities from a set of quantitative indicators 

make the tools sustainable and replicable.  

The CPA results to be credible in its capacity to be transferred and adapted to different contexts as the 

methodology is managed by a multi-stakeholder and multi-sectoral approach that demonstrated its 

incredible strengths of flexibility in its single tools. The implementation and the flow of the steps of its 

phases are very solid and structured for transferability. Furthermore, as in the case of the implementation 

in oPt, the CPA was managed by a consortium of organizations (West Bank Protection Consortium - 

WBPC) that guaranteed progressive operational, technical, institutional and financial autonomy 

(WBPC, 2016). The CPA promoted its autonomy through the strengthening of the synergies among the 

organizations that, through the consortium, had the direct responsibility (together with the communities) 

of CPA activities. It is therefore important to recognise that it is essential for the replication of the 

methodology, to sustain a management structure that can follow up and remain present exhaustively 

during the different phases of the implementation process and beyond.  

About the engagement of the community the methodology resulted adaptable to different contexts. 

However, it is recommended to better define the process behind the choice of a community recipient 

and of the stakeholders that will be involved in the facilitation process. Here there are possible risks 

that could affect the applicability, identified through several internal reviews during the implementation 

of the CPA, both in Lebanon and in oPt: 

1. Conflicts and competition within the community and with the community within the political 

context;  

2. Individuals that refuse to attend meetings or participate in the activities; 

3. People not really engaged with the process; 

4. People not really understanding the importance of taking responsibilities in facilitating the CPA 

implementation; 

5. People that are not able to access participation (due to location, time, age, gender, condition 

etc); 

6. Lack of capacity to monitor and measure the level of community engagement and participation; 

7. Weak understanding of protection definition and notions among partners; 
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8. Lack of engagement among stakeholders and consortium partners; 

9. Lack of engagement and support from the humanitarian agencies, local NGOs; 

10. Lack of willingness from local authorities can lead to inconsistency and, ultimately, the 

inefficiency of the CPA.  

11. Lack of communities’ councils to follow up on the actions throughout the CPA and the PRPs 

12. Lack of engagement with protection groups could affect the coordination mechanisms since the 

first steps of the contextualization process.  

13. Too much emphasis on the implementation process (due to time constraints and pressure to 

implement) can affect the quality of the PRPs that need time and quality. 

The replication of the CPA to other contexts need to be careful review as the scenarios in which the 

CPA could be applied can be very different. Perhaps the single most important cause of deviation from 

planned goals is ambiguity, confusion, or misunderstanding of immediate and long-term project 

objectives (Rondinelli, 1976). The elaboration of a regular, contextualized and easy-to-use monitoring 

of the multi-sector needs and problems is key to guarantee an effective review and replicability. The 

development vis-à-vis the humanitarian settings scenarios need a deep analysis that might consider the 

following, among others:  

i. Low-income, middle-income context; 

ii. Institutional structure, capacity; 

iii. Types of international cooperation settings and programmes; 

iv. Existence of social protection programmes; 

v. Interpretation and contextualization of protection needs, targeted to socio-economic 

scenarios and development initiatives (mode 2 identified by the CPA); 

vi. Human resource capacity and availability in country; 

vii. Existing coordination capacity among organizations operating projects and programs in key 

development sectors; 

viii. Community Feedback – understand what is important for a given community. Consider 

whether different dimensions, from safety and dignity, are important to consider and how 

important are them to the community concerned.  

Lastly, the fact that the modular structure of the CPA allows to select and use and apply the tools in 

their completeness or use only parts of them, guarantee adaptability of the methodology to different 

contexts and, at the same time, resilience capacity to absorb contextual risks.  

 

5.3.1 The applicability of the CPA in developing contexts and its challenges 

The experience of the implementation of the CPA in the oPt and Lebanon, the characteristics analysed 

together with the structural logic and its components, make the methodology particularly suitable for 
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development contexts due to the nature of the methodology to spend time and build trust within a 

community. However, the tool resulted to be very valuable also in complex humanitarian settings and, 

not without difficulties, challenges and reshaping of the activities throughout the process, demonstrated 

valuable in an extremely complex context through a complementarity set of tools that involve different 

stakeholders, engaged people at the centre of the vulnerability and risk analysis.  

Very often in the humanitarian sector, the measurement of the intervention is done by how much 

resources are spent on a specific component, rather than understanding how specific activities have 

impacted and changed a community (this is the capacity that the Humanitarian Nexus is trying to 

address). 

However, in this scenario, it can occur that the success of the CPA will be measured by how many PRPs 

have been implemented in “the targeted communities, at the expenses of the effort spent to make and 

time-consuming analysis” (Anonymous, 2019). This situation has a dangerous possible repercussion on 

the accountability to the beneficiaries generating the paradox of giving value to the CPA’s hard 

activities (provision of items for example), much more than to the soft ones (awareness raising or 

training) in contexts where partners are pushed to “produce results” and show that they are empowering 

communities in some ways. The above situation opens the door to a dilemma: although in development 

the risk is considerably lower, the lack of understanding/stages and the lack of capacity to advocate (on 

a continuous basis) on community empowerment activities, there is the risk to reduce the CPA 

contribution to the theoretical (and practical) discussion on the Humanitarian Development Nexus, 

relegate the CPA to “mere traditional humanitarian need-based methodology”. 

The reduced and limited funds represent an opportunity to join efforts and make the coordination 

mechanisms free from the results-based expectations/pressures. Furthermore, in a developmental 

context, the NGO relationship is vital for synergies and coordination and it might be easier to build trust 

among agencies given the lower pressure on the implementation phase (Anonymous 2019).  

Furthermore, the transferability, for the nature of the CPA, will be easier in a developmental context. 

In fact, all the changes encountered in a protracted emergency context are difficult to be monitored and 

registered (Anonymous, 2019), while in development or recovery context there might be more time to 

plan for the activities. Short term and long-term needs are a lens that already exists within the CPA 

assessment tools as well as in its application.  A good example is in the oPt where the programme 

timeframe allows to look in detail into short- and long-term transitional needs. The inclusion of this 

concept at the stage of the implementation and contextualization of the methodology it is vital for the 

effectiveness of the replicability. 

Ultimately, it has been observed that to increase acceptance is important to ensure consistent 

replicability in every kind of context, thus it is vital to use as much as possible the pre-filling of 

information with secondary data available in order to tailor the MQ and be context specific. At the same 
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time, it is important to use the CPA tools designed for the contextualization, such us the legal and 

stakeholder mapping, that produced outstanding results.  

 

5.3.2 Importance of communication and advocacy for the replicability of the CPA 

The fact that the CPA is right based, provides an overview and a space for the CPA to really scale up 

the humanitarian role of helping towards a transition period that look at the awareness of the community 

in knowing their rights and participate actively in the decision making that are referred to their future 

(Anonymous 2019). It has been observed that within the two CPA projects, advocacy and 

communication efforts for sharing lessons learned and good practices of the CPA needed much more 

emphasis and coordination effort that what was done. It is, in fact, remarkable the amount of information 

and data produced through the CPA for each community. At the same time, it is observed that 

sometimes, this information is not utilized or becomes obsolete and not used. Staff capacity at the 

national and field level, dedicated to the implementation aspects, lack in having a solid structure for 

systematically produce and document effectively the results of the CPA. There is a huge quantity of 

information that could produce an amazing quality of products able to be used for advocacy, 

communication, donor relations, fundraising and scale up good practices for replication. A key 

challenge, representing an opportunity moving forward, is the training of the staff to efficiently use the 

data extracted from the CPA for advocacy purposes. Communication departments within We World 

GVC have the potential with the data to create effective audio-visual representation (infographics, 

factsheets), with the main objectives of advocacy, awareness (Anonymous, 2019). 

      

6. Relevance, consistency and applicability of the MQ, IPSI, NCP and IPA tools in 

summary 
The different tools that compose the CPA, represent a practical example of how the theory of the 

Humanitarian Development Nexus through a concrete effort in bridging that gap, widely discussed but 

erratically demonstrated at field level. The CPA tools result to be relevant, consistent and applicable in 

their entire structures and interrelation among them. Here follows a snapshot with the main contribution 

and challenges for each tool:  

Regarding the MQ, it is important to underline its effort in combining different questionnaires and 

statistical methods to gather detailed information about communities. It has been reported that the MQ 

allows to “Spend time with the community and help the community to open. This helps to extract detailed 

information about them, their ability, coping strategy and the CPA tools represent an extraordinary 

mix of qualitative and quantitative tools that helps to interpret” (Anonymous, 2019). It is time-

consuming and much elaborated but “resulted to be able to create a snapshot of the situation, help 
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prioritizing while ensuring a sectoral and comprehensive length of the reality” (Anonymous, 2019). 

The technicality of the tool is a strength that, at the same time, requires a minimum level of preparation 

from the staff implementing it requiring good capacity. Regarding the consistency of the MQ/IPSI, it 

has been observed that the MQ reports on a high number of missing information or info that is not 

applicable. This mechanism has a double impact on the information as (i) it contributes in building the 

information on the score as also the “not/applicable” or “don’t know” answers are being registered and 

scored, and (ii) to have a variation of the score, the MQ need to have a massive variation of the answer 

while the IPSI is not able to reflect small changes (Anonymous, 2019)3. Another limitation encountered 

during the contextualization exercise (adaptation of the CPA to Lebanon context) stands in the fact it 

must make efficient use of secondary data, according to its scope and implementation process. In some 

complex contexts, like Lebanon for instance, a not properly contextualized MQ could result in a time-

consuming implementation process, whose length may pose conditions to its quality while, at the same 

time, and the number of questions asked could represent a risk for the accuracy of the answers  

(Anonymous, 2019). It is, however, important to highlight that this can occur especially in complex 

contexts in which the contextualization process can encounter contextual limitations and where the 

multi-stakeholder approach requires additional time to effectively work. Additionally, the context in 

which the community is involved within the answers of the questionnaire can also affect the process 

and the reflection of the reality: for example, in Lebanon, the presence of the shawish4 can make people 

uncomfortable to share their view, while the protection concerns can be hard to be captured 

(Anonymous, 2019). It is in fact observed that in temporary shelters (settlements) people have the 

tendency to move to find better opportunities, especially in contexts like Lebanon in which the status 

of the refugees is restricted to a small range of work. Thus, their socio-economic inclusion is limited 

and denied by unrecognized regular status within the country, making them dependent on the 

humanitarian assistance, being not able to scale up from their struggling for basic needs. This 

circumstance evidences the risk of losing or not capturing important issues related to the dynamics 

inside the settlements: in this kind of environment, the MQ can result to be a static tool not able to 

reflect the variabilities of such settings (Anonymous, 2019). Tracking of the changing in these 

environments is not easy: the CPA comes with different tools used at different stages and it is 

fundamental for the field staff to be familiar and be able to deliver the PRPs together with the 

                                                           
3 In a context that is drastically changing will be very responsive while in the initial part of the MQ, the quantitative changes 
are difficult to be reflected. On this regard, the externalities of the context can represent a threat to the effectiveness of the tool 
in measuring changes. In identifying factors in response modality, the threat for the consistency of the quantitative tools, can 
be observed in the capacity itself that will depend on which context the CPA is operating and, in the ability to go into the 
community and understand the context 
4 In Arabic, “shawish” – a masculine word – has been used to refer to men managing foreign labour in Lebanon. But since the 
onset of the Syria conflict and the influx of more than a million refugees into the country, the word has found a new meaning. 
In informal tented settlements, a shawish is the person nominated by other refugees to act as the settlement supervisor and 
decision-maker. Most of the shawish in Lebanon are men. 
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communities, engage them into the activities ensuring the process of empowerment to take informed 

decisions.   

In the context of the oPt, critics were directed to the application of the Protection Vulnerability Index 

(PVI). The PVI was a quantitative tool created in 2015 with the objective of measuring the risks faced 

by communities in the region.5: while allowing to present a snapshot/overview of the community in 

many specific areas, the methodology is “not a scientifically strong or valid, presenting redundant 

indicators (and too many), that end up presenting overlapping information on sectors” (Anonymous, 

2019). The interpretability of the results of the PVI resulted to be difficult, with too many indicators 

hard to summarize into useful advocacy tools. We World - GVC has invested a great amount of effort 

in the creation, introduction and use of the IPSI as a solution and step forward from the PVI. The 

transition from an old methodology to this new, robust, consistent set of indicators have potential 

benefits for stakeholders involved, as well as internally, for advocacy purposes. The use of the platform 

with automatic results of the IPSI can prove to be valuable to donors and stakeholders involved, that 

agree on the fact that IPSI provides a tool “simple and intuitive enough to understand” (Anonymous, 

2019). 

On the other hand, the fear within We World - GVC to lose the possibility of trend analysis is one of 

the main limitations and possible refrains of transitioning from the PVI to the IPSI. Although it is a 

valid concern, it is not necessarily true: the Junior Research Centre of the European Commission, 

through their work on the Index for Risk Management (INFORM) applies changes in its methodology 

annually and hasn’t lost the trend analysis from 5 years back. To ensure accountability in certain parts 

of the methodology, the changes should be applied retroactively to existing data of previous years. The 

manual of the OECD (2008) on the construction of composite indicators, validate this idea of an 

effective and powerful method. It is in fact advised that a composite indicator should always strive to 

improve and achieve its main goals: summarize complex realities while reducing the size of sets of 

separate indicators, while providing at the same time facilities to interpret results (OECD, 2008). 

Regarding the IPA, while the tool was not been implemented in the oPt, in Lebanon represented an 

incredible example of how the information extracted and interpret through it, supported and 

complemented the NCP in its effort of outlining and providing qualitative data on the community 

situation, needs and evolution. The combination of the two tools put to walk together, represent a 

credible synergy able to improve CPA’s integrated approach, sustain vulnerable communities to reach 

their primary emergency needs and accompany them through the empowerment process. It has been 

reported that one of the main IPA strengths is that “it is a pure protection focussed tool and it really 

                                                           
5 This present work of evaluation concerns the IPSI, as one of the main elements of the CPA. The PVI is referenced 
as an initial step towards the creation and development of the system of indicators currently used in measuring 
threats, vulnerabilities and capacities, together creating the IPSI. 
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addresses protection concerns. It is able to identify the needs of individuals, have a detailed planning 

case and link them with service providers and service activities with a community lens. The IPA has a 

specificity to address individual needs and has the capacity to link the results by interrelating and 

referring to the information produced by the MQ/IPSI and NCP exercises” (Anonymous 2019). Good 

communication and engagement skills with the community are very vital for the effectiveness of the 

tool. The IPA has the great capacity to further engage with key actors and attract them into the multi-

sector and stakeholder approach. The IPA gives also space to take on board external partners and better 

engage them into the PRPs.  

Within the NCP monitoring, another interesting tool offered by the CPA is the Changes Sessions, a 

continuation of community engagement system that monitors and reports how the situation has evolved 

(GVC 2018). Even though the Changing Sessions’ functioning has been discussed at different stages of 

the CPA implementation in the oPt (with challenges and lessons learned have been identified), it allows 

re-shaping and readjusting needs and the changes registered and reported from the targeted population. 

There are aspects that need to be improved, especially in relation to the implementation and extraction 

of the updated information. Nonetheless, the qualitative interpretation that is provided to the data 

through the analysis and monitoring systems proposed by the CS represents a powerful example of how 

to reflect population evolution consistently (Oxfam, 2009; Fatterman and Wandersman, 2005). 

Regarding the widely discussed contextualization process, it has been emphasised that the tools of the 

CPA created for ensuring the pre-filling of the data (such as legal and stakeholder mapping) resulted to 

be relevant and consistent as they help to adapt the MQ, make IPSI more sustainable and streamline the 

NCP. These tools have an extraordinary potential for making the CPA implementation process more 

sustainable and flexible at the same time as a credible mechanism that links several tools under the same 

contextualization umbrella.  

 

7. Cross-cutting issues within the CPA 
In relation to cross-cutting issues that are relevant to ensure the consistency of the CPA, it is observed 

that the relation with the variables and the fact that the CPA is not an output-driven approach (but is 

based on the analysis of outcomes of specific interventions associated with the evolution of the 

vulnerability and protection conditions), support the inclusion and adaptation of cross-cutting issues, at 

all stages, remaining consistent even during changes and reshaping of the information. For example, 

during the implementation of the CPA in the oPt, the Consortium that was managing the project (West 

Bank Protection Consortium – WBPC) worked at different stages to the incorporation of a systematic 
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application of an Age, Gender and Diversity Approach (AGD).6 The effort of applying an AGD 

approach into the CPA, ensured it's mainstreaming into the implementation process. It was read in an 

internal document: “applying an AGD approach is not an add on: it is a core element of fair and equal 

protection to better understand the multifaceted protection risks and capacities of individuals and 

communities, and to address and support these more effectively” (GVC, 2018). Challenges and 

difficulties in the application of the AGD approach have been identified during the CPA implementation 

and a strategy was prepared a reference for the consortium, showing to recognise the centrality of the 

issue. It is important to highlight that the AGD inclusion into the CPA was seen as a necessity (and not 

as “must” to fill a form) to better interpret people needs and rights. 

It is important to mention, especially for the replicability of the tool, that there are topics that are 

sensitive, like acute malnutrition, Gender Based Violence (GBV) or child protection that in a specific 

context are difficult to map and monitor. Even though the IPA constantly monitors these sensitive issues 

in the context of Lebanon, it is important that this methodology is highlighted and included within the 

CPA for effective replicability in other settings, for the correct assessment of individual needs. 

Understanding perception versus facts needs training of the staff to guarantee space to these issues and 

allow understanding of how to better target. It has been reported that “sensitive issues should be targeted 

strategically in order to guarantee specific service providers and identification barriers to ensure 

protection to the most vulnerable people and allow them to fully participate in community activities” 

(Anonymous, 2019).  

      

8. The role of the Consortium into the CPA implementation 
There cannot be a uniform way of managing the different types of relationships and, every time the 

entity decides to come together, there are risks and opportunities that need to be identified. In fact, a 

consortium can be defined as a group of organizations that jointly participate in the design and delivery 

of a specific objective. The focus is not only on joint delivery but also on joint design and hence, shared 

ownership (of both risks and responsibility) (Macharia, 2016). However, according to Carter (Carter, 

2017), there is limited detailed information on how to set up, manage and guide Multi-Stakeholder 

Partners – MSPs and even less on consortia.  

For the sustainability of the CPA and to ensure that the main CPA principles are not altered, it is 

important to learn from the experience of the West Bank Protection Consortium created to implement 

                                                           
6 Upon the recommendations of an ECHO Global Protection Expert to explore mechanisms to better target individual 
protection concerns, GVC oPt did a review of the CPA mechanisms and tools during 2017 to better mainstream gender into 
all phases and steps. The review is framed within the specific work of a GVC Protection Task Force dedicated to work on 
Integrated Protection at Global Level, in coordination with ECHO and other relevant actors. Given the additional resources 
brought forward by GVC, the exercise has explored further the integration of Individual Protection, building on lessons learned 
from the West Bank Protection Consortium, and from GVC operations in Lebanon, Gaza and Libya. 
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the CPA in the oPt. Overall, the Consortium has been able to sustain the implementation of the CPA. 

There is some work in the literature on identifying success factors and limiting conditions of work in 

partnership. Beisheim and Simon (2016) highlight evidence that consortia have a poor record in 

promoting systemic change. They may involve parallel structures that weaken country ownership. They 

find that the design and management of any consortia must ensure that projects are adapted to fit local 

conditions. Hence, the criticality of contextualization of the CPA results to be a successful and powerful 

tool. They sustained that “external success conditions include an enabling environment and a country 

ownership and complementary partnership structures that take into account national and international 

governance architecture” (Beishem and Simon, 2016). 

Nonetheless, the involvement of national authorities may be limited or almost non-existent, leaving 

space to a high risk for the consortium to fulfil the gap of the relationship with local authorities. The 

success in managing the CPA through the Consortium will result from a successful involvement of local 

governments and support to the creation of local councils within the community, to ensure proper follow 

up of the outcomes and staged interventions (Anonymous, 2019). 

In the external evaluation conducted in 2017 by the group Advance, it is documented how the 

Consortium has learned a great deal through the development of its integrated protection approach, 

which could be of benefit to the broader humanitarian community, particularly in terms of the effort of 

“promoting humanitarian programming that provides a more holistic approach focused on protection 

outcomes” (Thomas, 2015). Given the context in which the WBPC works, it provides an interesting 

struggle of how different organisations have come together and developed an integrated protection 

approach, from which others can draw several lessons if they are considering forming a consortium 

(Michele and Rodier, 2016).  

Not without difficulties and contrast, case studies and reports undertook on the Consortium work in 

West Bank, have resulted in the following recommendations that are compiled and summarized here: 

 Ensure the revision of the integrated protection approach (inter alia its focus; tools; 

methodologies; reliability; monitoring and evaluation; and impact (to the extent possible)) that 

the group will adopt in implementing the CPA; 

 Suggest ways to fine-tune and simplify the integrated protection approach and its tools, without 

losing its quality and coverage;  

 Ensure that the CPA approach/tools/methodology is broadly accessible, understandable, and 

shareable – to internal and external actors and – within the context in which the consortium will 

operate. 

 Empower national staff, field workers and Consortium members on the CPA methodology, to 

help identify critical needs for proper implementation of every step. When each organization 
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takes ownership of the methodology and make it part of their own strategies and agenda, only 

then the CPA will attain effectivity and efficiency (Anonymous, 2019). 

 Ensure that the consortium will establish an exit strategy and an advocacy methodology, since 

the beginning. The creation and execution of the PRPs will allow a proper linkage to 

development actors, which will help accord sustainable projects to humanitarian assistance. 

Within the exit strategy, the establishment of local councils and proper training will ensure 

effective follow-up on projects and regular updates on interventions’ outcomes. 

The effort pursues by the WBPC in implementing the CPA in all its components has resulted in an 

outstanding effort especially considering the characteristics of the oPt and Lebanon protracted crisis 

and its complexity. The CPA was created and developed in complex contexts, and though many 

challenges in communication and acceptance of the methodology remain, the results have proven to be 

more than satisfactory (Anonymous, 2019). One of the most important strengths highlighted by 

stakeholders has been the extensive coverage of communities thanks to the implementation of the CPA 

within the Consortium, and at the same time, the ease of involving community members into the 

process, due to the prolonged relationship of the organizations with this communities. Community 

ownership and empowerment has been easier due to this close relationship and rapport created between 

the field staff and communities (Anonymous, 2019). 

In the case of Lebanon, it is relevant to mention the creation of the TRG – Technical Reference Group 

that supports the coordination effort of the consortium (LPC – Lebanon Protection Consortium). Some 

outlined the outstanding effort of having reached a good level of acceptance by reaching a very wide 

geographical coverage: however, it was mentioned the need to have a more open structure capable to 

absorb and incorporate innovations and changes in the way of working (Anonymous, 2019). A 

representative from the TGR reported that “the coordination efforts undertaken by the LPC was 

fragmented given each organization structures and processes that need to be put together” 

(Anonymous, 2019). 

The Consortium Management Unit (CMU) was created in Lebanon to ensure the coordination effort 

under its umbrella. One of the challenges that the CMU was facing is the lack of promotion of the CPA 

contextualization exercise and the lack of its leading role in ensuring mechanisms to make the 

coordination and implementation system improved. For some people, the LPC is perceived to create a 

parallel coordination structure or improve the existing one, while it is challenging the capacity of the 

actors to work together: the innovation introduced by the LCP in Lebanon stands in the fact the “is 

trying to bump into the barriers of truly coordinating, pushing towards the limit the capacity and the 

rigidity of a system that needs to learn how to ensure that people are able to work together” 

(Anonymous, 2019).  
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It has been observed that “each agency of the consortium has its own functioning and layers of structure 

and it is not easy to be put together but, from an advocacy and communication perspective, this could 

be overcome by start sharing results, sharing data, even if they are not 100% reliable” (Anonymous, 

2019). Opening to feedback and sharing data and results outside the consortium, showing the 

methodology and the way it is functioning could have the benefit to build trust and confidence among 

consortium partners.  

In summary, the “consortium idea” is challenging and costly while the time it takes to have it working 

properly should never be underestimated. A fundamentally important point for the consortium is that 

“once it is working it should be considered as added value that each consortium member can bring 

something that the other members don’t have” (Anonymous, 2019). There is a great potential to have a 

very special case for the members to work together: what matters is the principle to choose the people 

that can bring added value rather than focussing too much on the consortium modus operandi, which 

might result not effective in the last instance. Eventually, there is a principle fundamentally important 

in the integrated processes: the willingness to work together and the division of the programme among 

members are very important (Anonymous, 2019). 

 

9. Conclusions and recommendations: 
Considering the above discussion, here follows conclusions and key recommendations to further 

improve and support the CPA implementation process: 

i. To improve the CPA structure within the implementation process, it is important to 

guarantee that all the CPA steps are respected in their timeframe and technicality, ensuring 

that political pressures of partners/donors do not affect the quality and, ultimately, the 

empowerment process of the community. It is recommended to ensure that the local staff 

is prepared on the CPA tools and schedules while, at the same time, that the consortium (or 

the entities supporting the CPA implementation process) have the capacity to clearly 

position those non-negotiable steps, essential to the effective achievement of the specific 

objectives set by the CPA. To do so, it is essential that the contextualization process (among 

the first step for replication of the CPA in other countries) includes since the scoping 

missions, a clear positioning on the following: 

⮚ The positioning of the CPA within the ongoing humanitarian/development and 

engagement with duty bearers and external stakeholders 

⮚ Objectives of the CPA and of each CPA tool  

⮚ Structure and use of the CPA (entire of part) 

⮚ The timeframe of the CPA and of each CPA tool 
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⮚ Financial needs VS technical implementation capacity (this includes also staff 

need/capacity) 

⮚ The clear position of the Consortium within the Humanitarian/development context in 

which the CPA will operate VS the humanitarian community/country team 

⮚ Clear position towards the targeted community, its characteristics and minimum 

engagement conditions  

ii. Within the framework of the New Way of Working (OCHA, 2017), CPA can prove a 

valuable tool to operationalize the Humanitarian Development Nexus. From the first 

moment, CPA allows for collective efforts through the work of the Consortium 

organizations, while identifying risk in a multidimensional fashion. CPA allowed for the 

efficient identification of communities in emergency interventions settings, which had 

reduced their vulnerabilities and need for development interventions. The data provided by 

the CPA helped achieve advocacy by funding 19 communities in the Tubas region in the 

oPt, where the operationalization of the nexus was done through four pillars: infrastructure 

(roads, water, grazing lands), support for the creation and training of cooperatives, women 

(small businesses) and governance of Tubas (through the revision of development plans 

and creation of local councils. It will be important to document this with case studies, 

emphasizing the contribution to the Humanitarian Development Nexus for scaling up good 

practices. 

iii. In contexts where a multi-sector/stakeholder approach exists, it might be complicated to 

introduce a methodology that involves a certain amount of work to different organizations. 

This has already been seen, for example, in countries under the ONE UN Reform or the 

attempt to introduce new methodologies for specific sectors like the Integrated Country 

Approach (ICA) promoted from FAO for the agriculture and livelihoods sector. There is 

the risk that the methodology remains embedded and linked to a specific 

programme/fund to then slow its implementation strategy when the programme ends. As 

these types of innovative methodologies are a flagship for policy support and institutional 

capacity development to address specific challenges, there should be an effective and clear 

strategy to ensure sustainability over time. It is essential for members of the Consortium to 

understand that the CPA is a tool that provides valuable community-wide data, to 

complement and support their own labour, without the intention of substituting or 

competing with their own internal activities. To ensure so, it is recommended to study, 

discuss and design an implementation strategy that has the capacity to absorb and adapt to 

different coordination mechanisms contexts while, at the same time, document experience 

to scale up good practices.  
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iv. Although with areas that need improvement, overall the CPA assessment tools and products 

are well adaptable to the local context (e.g. the Context profiling tools). Most of the 

implementation constraints have been observed in the staff capacity whose minimum 

requirements remain of high standard for the CPA: the dependency of the CPA success 

from this aspect seems to remain considerably high, especially in comparison with the 

possibility for the beneficiary community to be able to take ownership of the process, 

without a clear leadership of the CPA management team. It is essential that the staff 

involved in the process have the necessary skills required to extract information from both 

qualitative and quantitative approaches with communities, going beyond of what is said, 

and trying to further understand what is said from the community. It is recognized that We 

World – GVC has created tailored and specific training packages for automation of certain 

tools, to further simplify the process of data collection and community engagement. For 

this reason, it is recommended to study and identify possible activities that can support the 

CPA approach to maintain high engagement and to achieve meaningful levels of 

participation. The ability of the staff to engage the community in qualitative methods (e.g. 

Narrative Community Perspective) is crucial to extract real information from community 

members and ensure that details not captured through the IPSI are properly reflected later 

in the PRP. Even though PRP is not only an implementation tool but an empowerment 

means to keep dialogue with the community to engage in their own strategies to address 

risks and needs, it is fundamental to document its great potential as well as the way is 

impacting the daily life of the targeted communities (Anonymous 2019).  It will be also 

important to ensure that the process to keep the above concept up to dated and handed over 

for successful replicability. 

v. Staff capacity can be a limitation to the effectiveness of the CPA. Investments in training 

and capacity building of staff are already fostered by the CPA. Even though this aspect 

reported successful results in the oPt, this was more complicated for Lebanon, where there 

is a high turnover of staff and difficulties finding people that were able to quickly absorb 

and implement a set of tools that require a minimum level of skills as well as great 

availability of time. Time and capacity are certainly two variables that can negatively affect 

the implementation process of the CPA, since the first stages of the contextualization 

process. In addition to the training package recently developed, it is recommended to 

introduce a systematic feedback/assessment to field staff with the aim of improving the 

monitoring of the quality of the implementation process.  

vi. It has been observed that within the two CPA projects, advocacy and communication 

efforts for sharing lessons learned and good practices of the CPA need more emphasis and 
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coordination effort. It is remarkable the amount of information and data produced through 

the CPA for each community. However, this information is often not utilized or becomes 

obsolete. Staff capacity at the national and field level, dedicated to the implementation 

aspects, need a solid structure for systematically produce and document effectively, the 

results of the CPA. It is recommended to structure a communication and advocacy strategy, 

managed by the Consortium, able to produce material useful for documenting lessons 

learned, advocacy, communication, donor relations, fundraising. This resulted to be 

feasible during the field interview by hiring dedicated people within the consortium that 

can liaise with field staff and field managers and, at the same time, reserve dedicated funds 

throughout the project timeframe.   

vii. The lack of an effective communication strategy could create the perception that the 

consortium is trying to create a parallel mechanism of coordination, beyond the 

established system. The objectives and scope of the CPA are not to blame other actors or 

substitute existing mechanisms of coordination, but rather to contribute to the overall 

efficiency of humanitarian interventions and to the improvement of coordination and 

cooperation mechanisms. However, the risk of being perceived as a threat is present. 

Significant efforts need to be done to create acceptance and synergies with other 

humanitarian actors in the field. The first step would be to strengthen the contextualization 

process since the beginning and have a realistic planning of the activities and engage with 

duty bearers and external stakeholders. That way, organizations will be more comfortable 

in working on quality and produce good data, share them, build acceptance and trust each 

other. 

viii. Linked to the above, and depending on the context, it has been reported that the CPA will 

have a greater impact on the empowerment of the communities if there is a local authority 

engaged and concerned about people and, at the same time, a solid community identity. 

In contexts where the local authority is not supporting nor engaging with the community 

and with CPA, and where there is not a solid community identity, there is the risk to 

compromise the capacity of the CPA to extract good data. In this scenario, the assistance 

delivered, and the empowerment component of the process is not contextualized and 

accepted. The reputational risk on the CPA might be very high, as well as the risk of not 

being accountable to beneficiaries. It has been observed that to increase acceptance is 

important to ensure consistent replicability in every kind of contexts. Therefore, it is vital 

to use as much as possible the pre-filling of information with secondary data available to 

tailor the MQ and be context-specific. At the same time, it is recommended to use the CPA 

tools designed for the contextualization, such us the legal and stakeholder mapping.  
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ix. The fragmentation of the division of the work on the field, among consortium partners, 

can make the coordination very costly. Pre-filling the questionnaire with secondary data 

can help have more accurate information and make less effort while reshaping the 

information. The more the CPA management team will use, whenever possible, the 

secondary data available in the country to pre-fill the information and have a basis for the 

MQ, the better the contextualization will work and will create the basis for a correct 

implementation of the CPA. 

x. The lack of political, financial, and operational independence of the humanitarian sector 

is profoundly disconcerting. One way of thinking about the principle of independence is to 

recognise that full independence is very hard to achieve, but autonomy in decision-making 

and action is essential (DuBois, 2018). Good practice must focus on those elements that 

most interfere with principled humanitarian action. A methodology that puts at the centre 

the self-decision making of a community, within the existing social and cultural system, 

conceives an innovative “way of working” that need to promote the inclusion of its 

principles within the framework of the traditional funding mechanisms and programme 

implementation. An advocacy mechanism can be a powerful instrument to show evidence 

of the innovation brought by the CPA methodology. However, it has been observed that 

there is a need to attract donors in a way that the CPA principles will trigger a discussion 

and reflection on the humanitarian funding mechanisms and programming from their 

foundations.7 As demonstrated in the success of the  TURBO project in Tubas, the oPt, 

some of the key aspects to ensure going from a pure humanitarian assistance scheme to 

development programmes lies within the involvement of local authorities, and in the 

creation of community councils. When lacking response from the central government, the 

synergy and communication between local partners and local organizations proved to be 

valuable for community advocacy and for the inclusion of actions within the regional 

development plans. 

xi. Financial autonomy is certainly fostered (not without challenges and limitations) as the 

management team (e.g. the West Bank Protection Consortium in the oPt) works like 

networking that can potentially increase its capacity to advocate for the CPA and raise 

funds. It is recommended to have a discussion to strengthen the capacity of the CPA for 

self-advocacy and for resource mobilization.   

                                                           
7 While to try identifying the limits of the humanitarian role, in his “the new humanitarian basic”, Dubois explains that, very 
often, the evidence-based results requested by donors for their reporting, is far from the field reality and it reflects the gap 
between the implementation of the activities and the achievement of project objectives, with the broader approach behind a 
specific programme/methodology (DuBois, 2018). 
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xii. Given the fact that the assessment tools of the CPA have the capacity to reach a nationwide 

connotation, it is recommended to capitalize coherently the coordination among consortium 

partners as the information gathered can reach very high dimensions. It is therefore 

important to ensure an info-sharing mechanism transparent, timely and consistent 

among consortium partners.  The same mechanism can be used to ensure timely reporting 

of evidence-based results to donors and partners. 

xiii. It has been reported that the disengagement of the local NGOs (and other key actors) 

within the CPA implementation process can create miss-coordination, assessment fatigue 

among communities, duplication of work and ultimately can affect the accountability to 

beneficiaries. Even in areas where there is no presence of the consortium, but there are 

community targeted, it will be vital to work with the local NGOs and ensure they gather a 

deep knowledge of the methodology, its approach, its functioning. It needs to be 

sufficiently contextualized even if it comes to the extent of comparing it globally with other 

existing tools risking the acceptance in certain contexts, but it is vital for the community-

driven approach.  

xiv. In relation to the above mentioned, it has been observed that, even by showing 

complementarity within programmes and activities, often the CPA inclusion into existing 

mechanisms has been perceived as a mere monitoring exercise and duplication of 

activities. This can represent a risk for the consistency of the CPA, as the community could 

perceive the fragmentation of the activities and have the community representatives 

engaging with several entities and putting energies on different aspects (sometimes 

contrasting activities). It is vital to ensure that all the stakeholders present at the community 

level are mapped, informed and involved with inclusiveness within the CPA 

implementation process since the first steps of the contextualization exercise. It is 

recommended to make a bigger effort in explaining the essence and objectives of the CPA 

and take them on board. There is the need to re-discuss the mapping exercise by including 

more cohesive and practical participation of external NGOs/partners. The political 

implication (positive and negative) of having local NGOs fully on board with the CPA 

concept is a critical part of the success and replication of the methodology. 

xv.  Although the monitoring system of the CPA has become accurate enough to reflect a 

realistic picture of the community, based on lessons learned from the oPt, it has been 

reported to be difficult to determine how successful protection interventions have been. 

Recommendations related to calculation of the impact of different types of contexts has 

been already provided to GVC and the introduction Participatory Research to elaborate 
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flexible mechanisms has been already considered for future inclusion. It will be important 

to ensure follow up on this aspect.  

xvi. With a special reference to the oPt model, following the CPA Methodology Review results 

and the section dedicated to the IPSI and Changes Sessions it is reported the necessity to 

streamline data collection, provide a more rigorous technical base and ease its 

interpretation (WBPC review of the CPA, 2016). In the same paper, it is also stated that 

“The CPA methodology, and especially for the data collection of the PVI, seems to require 

a back and forth between different informants. This way of data collection is complex and 

time demanding which could affect not only efficiency, but also quality if it is performed by 

poorly qualified staff in research methods and overloaded of work, as it is common for the 

field staff in operational organizations”. In addition, with the large questionnaire for the 

risk and community, all these can increase the risk of lack of quality of the data collected 

(D’Ancona, 2005). Therefore, it would be pertinent to explore ways to streamline the 

method for data collection making use of the data already available, which would reduce 

the amount of data to be collected and moving to more standardized techniques that require 

less technical knowledge and expertise from data collectors (Lightfoot et al., 1999). 

xvii. One of the biggest concerns in the implementation of the CPA in the oPt is the use and 

methodology of the PVI. The fear of losing the ability for trend analysis with existing data 

from 2015 if there is a shift to the IPSI is not methodologically relevant. The PVI 

indicators used in the oPt should go through a revision work to match with the existing 

indicators of IPSI, to properly overcome the main concerns of stakeholders: number of 

indicators, interpretability of data, consistent, robust and scientifically strong methodology. 

Whenever changes are applied to composite indicators, especially techniques like 

weighting, aggregation and multivariate analysis, these techniques can be applied to data 

from previous years, with the objective of not losing data. This is already done in indicators 

used by ECHO and JRC (INFORM Index) in the context of risk analysis. The importance 

of understanding the IPSI, what it does and how it works is important for transferability 

(Anonymous, 2019): the IPSI is one of the ways that could be used for advocacy and scale 

the CPA up to the international level.  To replicate the methodology through an effective 

strategy, it would be recommended to initiate the analysis of protection by introducing 

vigorously the IPSI which has the potential to be shared ad advocate for the CPA within 

the humanitarian system on a bigger scale. The CPA must be contextualised and it is 

certainly creating lots of discussion, battles and contradictions but has the potential to have 

a solid base for starting the CPA in another region.  
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xviii. “The tailored NCP is the moment when the AGD groups in the community are engaged, 

including the most vulnerable groups. However, consultation of these groups is effective 

if their engagement is maintained throughout the CPA, to achieve meaningful levels of 

participation and empowerment” (GVC internal review, 2016). Considering the above, it 

would be interesting to understand how the participation of these groups can be ensured if 

there is the possibility to officially engage in the CPA implementation process and 

nominate a focal point/representative of the most vulnerable groups. The inclusion and 

applicability of the AGD with the CPA improved its quality and efficiency. It is perceived 

as essential. It is recommended, to strengthen community empowerment, more systematic 

and structured extraction of information related to sensitive cross-cutting issues, difficult 

to be reflected, such as child protection or GBV, to ensure that people suffering from those 

experiences do not remain neglected.  

xix. In Lebanon (and possibly in other contexts), the presence of the shawish (or the presence 

of the community leader) within the FGD for the collection of the information, can be a 

threat for the collection and reflection of the reality which the community live. The CPA 

has an excellent capacity to ensure that people feel free to answer the questions and share 

their conditions. This capacity could be further improved by ensuring the following, for 

example, dividing males from females (already happening within the projects), mitigate the 

presence of leaders in the groups, endorse women in the role of leaders within the 

community and ensure they take it as a proper job with clear deliverables and 

responsibilities.  

xx. It is recommended to reinforce the MEAL role into the consortium to have more 

systematic monitoring of the activities.  

xxi. Although the root causes for the protracted crisis scenario in the oPt comes from a political 

setting, and many of the interventions help alleviate but not cure them, CPA has been a 

powerful tool for donors to receive a complete picture of risks faced by communities, that 

can help identify the vulnerabilities and needs to humanitarian and development actors. It 

will be important to ensure the process of formalization of PRP within the communities 

and the continued updating of the information provided by the community itself, as it will 

be crucial for ensuring community ownership and for advocacy purposes with future 

organizations and local authorities. 

xxii. It should be recommended to simplify and continue making accessible the CPA’s tools 

and methodologies so that others can benefit from the data and potentially replicate 

elements of the CPA in every context (Thomas, 2017). The CPA web platform is a good 

tool to be maintained and expanded in other countries.  
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9.1 Recommendation dedicated to the rights-based approach vis a vi the needs-based 

approach 
Below, we present some recommendations dedicated specifically to the effort of the CPA, to ensure a 

rights-based approach in different contexts: 

i. The implementation of the CPA components takes time to show concrete actions: for 

replicability of the methodology, it will be important to understand the expectations on this 

from donors and partners and make sure that the compromise reached to initiate the CPA 

is not bigger than the real capacity to implement it. A discussion supported by detailed 

feasibility studies that include scenarios with possible operationalization strategies is 

recommended to be produced before the implementation starts. It has been observed that 

in some cases the contextualization process is overcome by putting “too much emphasis on 

the implementation process within the project timeframe without thinking that the PRP is 

created from/for the community and not for the donor reporting requirements or for the 

advocate and communication requirements” (Anonymous 2019). This could affect the 

community empowerment process as the planning of the activities needs more time and 

more quality. If from a side, the CPA needs to follow the planned steps to guarantee results, 

there a pressure to implement, on the other side and the need and request from donors and 

from the humanitarian community to receive results. 

ii. In relation to the above, the experience of the Lebanon model showed a dilemma reported 

on the CPA capacity to accomplish and guarantee a rights-based rather than a needs-

based approach. The protracted humanitarian situation scenario of Lebanon (where 

refugees live in settlements) delayed the potential capacity of the PRPs to generate 

innovative activities for the communities. Where the community is still struggling for 

primary necessities, it will be hard for the CPA to propose scaling up activities if the 

assistance will be focussing at securing needs-based assistance. In the case of Lebanon, this 

will be accurately included and ensured in its phase II of the programme. This dilemma is 

generating criticism directed to the CPA for not empowering the community as promised 

with the risk to affect the implementation process and the effectiveness of the approach. 

However, The CPA purposely uses a need-based narrative and operational instruments as 

buy-in to introduce carefully right-based considerations. In conclusion, if from a side the 

minimum level of standards of basic needs should be pushed further and, if it is true that 

basic needs must be provided first, yet the type of engagement carried out through the CPA 

with the community takes a “rights-based” stance: i.e. instead of running a questionnaire 

and design the response based on the quantitative results of the questionnaire (typical of 
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the basics of humanitarian assistance), the questionnaire entails a “reviewed engagement” 

with the affected population on the basis of additional factors of analysis that may bring to 

responding in different ways than pure relief. In this respect, the CPA envisages already 

through its innovative approach, a right-based direction and guarantees it from the onset. 

For a more effective transferability of the methodology it is recommended to project the 

CPA potential against community conditions well in advance and plan accordingly in 

relation to the results that can be gathered within the project timeframe.  

iii. It is recommended to continue investing on the use the IPA approach and methodology 

as a powerful tool that has a great potential, within the CPA, to concretely contribute in 

bridging the gap of the humanitarian nexus and supporting the community to scale up their 

capacity by ensuring a mapping of the primary needs as an essential step to initiate the 

empowerment and awareness process. The IPA was linked to the CPA for the first time in 

Lebanon and it is already showing remarkable results in supporting and guiding the targeted 

community. In such complex contexts (characterized by high competition among partners 

and reluctance to share), the natural predisposition of the IPA methodology to serve as an 

inclusive effort of putting partners together under the same CPA umbrella come up clearly.  

iv. Another issue related to the difficulties to concretely foster an innovative right-based 

approach stands in the capacity of the community to drive the process while ensuring, at 

the same time, full participation and, ultimately, ownership of the activities. It has been 

reported in fact that, after the process of extraction of data and delivery of the PRPs to the 

community, they will be involved in other partner’s activities. This can bring burn out and 

assessment fatigue on the community. It is recommended to ensure that mapping 

exercises are done in partnership. 

v. At the same time, if the traditional humanitarian assistance will continue to have a much 

shorter timeline with a much visible return on the investment on communities living 

protracted crisis, the CPA will have difficulties in advocate for its sustainability and 

replicability and show concrete results. There is a need to recognize a more solid and 

inclusive effort to start a discussion on this and ensure the participation of all the relevant 

stakeholders. 

vi. In a context as Lebanon where there is not a pure emergency occurring as it has been 

already protracted over time and where the needs are still of an emergency nature due to 

the lack of response from the government, it is important the need for the CPA 

implementation to take more time.  

vii. The consortium is vital to demonstrate that the methodology is valuable and has the 

capacity that We World - GVC alone doesn't have. “The completely different functioning 
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of the agencies inside the consortium is difficult to manage and it has at its inside a rigidity 

in its implementation. However, is very important to support the multi-sectoral nature of 

the consortium has the expression of its capacity to address community needs from several 

perspectives ensuring a comprehensive intervention with good chances to, later, to scale 

up this effort and direct it towards an integrated rights-based approach. needs internal 

analysis discussion especially in front of the community” (Anonymous 2019).   

viii. The effort of the CPA to include several parameters of the conflict sensitivity analysis 

results to be outstanding as they have been introduced in the process of analysis and 

decision making of the methodology. It is recommended to continue working on 

ensuring and adapting the conflict sensitivity analysis to contexts. The conflict 

sensitivity is an approach to programming, and it is more than just the application of a ‘tool’ 

to specific programmes/projects. Carrying out conflict sensitive practice involves the 

capacity and skills of staff, institutional policies and commitment, and flexibility of donors 

and other stakeholders. Conflict sensitivity is rooted in solid conflict analysis, which is 

linked to programming and informs decisions about the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of the planned 

intervention (Carroll et al., 2009).   

 

9.2 Recommendations to Donors’ relation aspects 
CPA major Donors have greatly supported the inclusion of the methodology on a wide scale. Donors 

intend to apply the CPA as an instrument to improve the overall efficiency of the humanitarian 

intervention in a specific country, by advancing a more integrated and multi-sectoral approach, 

improving data sharing and coordination and ultimately increasing accountability of humanitarian 

actors towards the beneficiaries. Donors believe that the CPA can potentially provide the data and 

analysis to better understand flaws in current humanitarian programming and coordination and suggest 

a way forward. Moreover, they support the capacity of the CPA to highlight the gap between right-

holders and service providers/humanitarian actors, thanks to a comprehensive process of community 

engagement and participation.  However, donors referred that this can be perceived as a possible threat 

by the other stakeholders if not properly advocated with a communication strategy promoted by the 

consortium (Anonymous, 2019). The risk is to lack an effective communication strategy with a potential 

to create the perception that the consortium will impose a parallel mechanism of coordination, beyond 

the established system. The objectives and scope of the CPA are not to blame other actors or substitute 

existing mechanisms of coordination, but rather to contribute to the overall efficiency of humanitarian 

interventions and to the improvement of coordination and cooperation mechanisms. However, the risk 

of being perceived as a threat is always present. Significant efforts should be considered for future 
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discussion on replicability in other regions to create acceptance and synergies within the donors’ 

community. 

The biggest concerns of the donors in the oPt is that the intervention staged through the CPA may only 

be remedial of a situation that is chronical and difficult to solve. Although political causes are the root 

of the protracted crisis scenario in the West Bank, analysing other protection risks through the CPA has 

been recognized widely to be “more efficient for the community” (Anonymous, 2019). To this extent, 

the donor highlights the role of the WBPC as “one of the most effective projects in the West Bank. It 

helps to push the state to do something for the people (e.g. demolition)” (Anonymous, 2019). Donors 

have praised the use of the CPA for identifying the most important needs of communities and to provide 

a snapshot of the context of these communities.  It is important to continue to build trust with donors 

through a communication strategy able to consistently produce evidence of the CPA results. An 

effective and efficient communication strategy needs to be established between We World - GVC and 

donors, for them to understand the important improvements that have been done to the quantitative 

element of the CPA.  

Linked to the above, in the specific case of Lebanon, donors reported that the indicators and quantitative 

data produced by the CPA are difficult to understand. The lack of proper analysis and extraction of key 

messages is a concern, especially if detailed, exhaustive and valuable raw data. This concern could be 

easily addressed through a shift towards a more robust and strong quantitative methodology like the 

IPSI, where indicators address specific humanitarian areas, as well as dimensions of safety and dignity. 

Concerns about data have been considered and improved in the IPSI, now it needs to be conveyed to 

the donors.  

It is recommended to allocate resources in creating staff capacity able to technical analysis, extract, 

interpret the data produced by the CPA tools about communities, and develop reports/documents on a 

periodical basis, able to communicate CPA results to stakeholders and communities.   
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Annex 1: Semi-structured interview for evaluation of the Community Protection 

Approach (CPA) 
 
After a brief introduction about the purpose of the evaluation and the 3 criteria used, we ask participants 

to introduce themselves. Before start recording, we will inform that the interview will be anonymous 

and that their names won’t be showed in the final report. We reiterate that this will be an opportunity 

for them to contribute, with their critical thinking, to the improvement of the CPA.  

 

A. CPA General: 

1. In your opinion, what are the strengths, weaknesses and challenges of the CPA approach?  

 

B. The relevance of the CPA: 

The question of relevance highlights the new elements introduced by the CPA (where possible in 

comparison with other existing tools) and, at the same time, validates the criteria that establish the 

methodology and logic of the CPA in multi sector and multi stakeholder scenarios and its strategies 

adjusted to certain social, political and economic contexts.  

2. Would you define the CPA approach innovative? If yes, what are the innovative elements 

introduced by the CPA? 

3. In context of complex emergency/protracted crisis, where the CPA is implemented in an 

ongoing emergency operation, the approach used is effective in identify, reflect the needs of 

the targeted groups?  

4. In your view, what are the minimum requirements in terms of staff capacity, that are requested 

to ensure the effectiveness of the CPA?  

5. The measurement of the outcomes has been reported to be difficult at different stages of the 

CPA implementation in The oPt. Do you think that the CPA has good capacity to determine 

how successful protection interventions have been? Any recommendations for improvement? 

6. What are the innovative elements of the MQ/IPSI and how would you define its potential for 

future programming? 

 

C. The consistency of the CPA: 

Explain that we use the criteria of consistency to assess the soundness, logic, appropriateness and 

accuracy of the CPA in reflecting community’s vulnerability, risk and resilience capacity. At the same 

time the consistency helps to understand the level of flexibility (capacity to consider any changed 

circumstances and consequent updates) and the robustness of the methodology. 

7. What are the variables that could be considered for the effectiveness of the tool? 
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(we want to understand what are the elements of the CPA that are most exposed to changes, 

and that can be a risk for the effectiveness of the tool) 

8. The lack of political, financial, and operational independence of the humanitarian sector is 

profoundly disconcerting. Although the advocacy effort done for the CPA, in your opinion, is 

there any space for the CPA to be scaled up and be supported at global level? (to be asked to 

strategic partners) 

9. What strategies are put in place where not enough information is gathered through the MQ that 

may be crucial for obtaining the values of the IPSI and subsequently help activate the trigger 

mechanisms? 

10. The CPA is a right based approach rather than a need-based approach. How the CPA can 

guarantee this focus in a complex humanitarian setting with multiple layers of coordination, 

sectors? What can guarantee the functioning and the sustainability to the right based approach? 

11. Community empowerment is one of the main purposes of the CPA. In a multi 

sector/stakeholder scenario, targeted community can be targeted by different programmes at 

the same time, causing burning and confusion. What is your experience on this and do you any 

recommendations to overcome it? 

12. Do you think that the community empowerment can have challenges or risks in certain 

circumstances? 

  

D. The applicability of the CPA:  

Explain that we use the criteria of applicability to help understand the CPA replicability and 

transferability. The CPA can apply to different risk scenario, in particular: primary emergency, post 

emergency, protracted crisis, socio-economic crisis, developmental initiatives. In the case of The oPt, 

the CPA addresses specifically emergency scenario.  

13. What are the areas of the CPA transferability and replicability than need to be improved?  

14. The contextualization work is a vital component for the applicability of the CPA? To which 

extent? 

15. How you consider will be the main opportunities and constraints in countries where protection 

issues are inter-linked to other primary needs, e.g. disaster risks, climate change, access to food 

security/nutrition/health/WASH, migration? Have those areas been addressed in The oPt? 

16. Is there any transition period for hand over and/or any pool of trained experts that can support 

the start-up activities? 
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E. Questions specific to thematic sessions (only for people involved in CPA operational 

implementation): 

17. For each component of the CPA (Multi-sector questionnaire, Narrated Community Perspective, 

Individual Protection Approach) could you please briefly talk about strengths and weaknesses? 

18. Following the CPA Methodology Review results and the section dedicated to the Changes 

Sessions it is reported the necessity to streamline data collection and ease its interpretation 

(WBPC review of the CPA, 2016). In the same paper, it is also stated that “The CPA 

methodology seems to require a back and forth between different informants. This way of data 

collection is complex and time demanding”. What is your experience with this tool and your 

recommendations for improvement? 

19. The IPSI helps to extract quantitative changes within the community as well as major changes 

encountered in the MQ and IPA baseline. What you recommend regarding quantitative and 

qualitative information extraction to reflect community’s changes?  

20. Regarding the Protection Response Plan, what are the major challenges in reflecting the 

information provided by the CPA and, at the same time, the evolution of the community over 

time? 

21. Are you familiar or have you ever used the CPA National Platform? Could you please talk 

about of any improvements you recommend?  

22. How can the IPSI be applied to other contexts outside of MENA region and still allow for 

comparability across regions? 

 

F. Cross-cutting issues within the CPA implementation process: 

 Age, Gender and Diversity Approach (AGD) 

23. What are the strengths and weaknesses encountered during the application of the AGD 

approach into the CPA? 

24. What are other cross-cutting areas that have not been considered and it should be include into 

the CPA and how? 

 

G. Protection approach within the CPA 

To understand the implementation of the four key elements of protection mainstreaming (ensuring 

meaningful access, prioritizing safety and dignity while avoiding causing harm, accountability, and 

participation and empowerment)  

25. In your opinion, how the PRP is related to the concept of community empowerment and what 

are the challenges in ensuring a genuine protection emphasis within the CPA? 
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H. The CPA multi-stakeholder approach: 

The CPA quality and success are based on the collaborative work of all the management and technical 

experts within the organization. The CPA supports an integrated approach to support communities. 

With this in mind: 

26. What are the advantages and disadvantages encountered in managing the CPA through the West 

Bank Protection Consortium – WBPC? Any recommendations for improvements? 
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Annex 2: Stakeholders for Interviews in Lebanon 
 

Organization Person Role 

ACF Valeria Sau ACF Focal Point LPC 

ACF Jane Burke ACF Meal Coordinator + 
secondment LPC 

GVC Giuseppe Russo Regional Coordinator 

GVC Aloma Garcia Country Director 

GVC Camille Ameslon Emergency Coordinator 

GVC Lorenzo Barella CPA Specialist 

Consortium Dom Hunt Integrated Response Manager 

ECHO Massi Mangia Head of Office 

ECHO Jammale Chedrawi Programme Officer 

ECHO Joachim Delville TA 

NRC Kate Norton Country Director 

GVC Ali Mounzer WASH and Shelter Specialist 

GVC Ahmad Sharif Information Management 
Programme Manager 

Consortium Elena Dikomitis Advocacy Manager 

GVC Abdul Ilah Salloum CPA Officer 

GVC Raghidah Hamieh Field Coordinator 

GVC Taghrid Abdallah Protection Coordinator 

GVC Mustafa Saleh Protection Officer 

GVC Layla Allam Case Management Officer 

GVC Abir Toufaily Case Management Officer 

GVC Francesca Anastasia ECHO Project Manager 
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Annex 3: Stakeholders for Interviews in the oPt 
 

Organization Person Role 

Palestinian Authority - 
ACCO Marwan Durzi Head of the Area C Coordination 

Office 

GVC Fadi Arouri Communication and Advocacy 
Officer 

GVC Liu Fornara Country Director 

AAH Mohammed Amayreh Head of base South West Bank 

GVC Aqeel, Mahmoud, Hadeel, 
Saja, Asia Field Staff in Hebron 

NRC Fadi Shamisti Shelter Cluster Coordinator 

Consortium Renaud Rodier Consortium Representative 

Consortium Lina Rabadi Technical Assistant 

PUI Emilie Debreuille Foremr Deputy Country Director PUI 

Consortium Wouter Consortium Data Analyst 

GVC Taysir and Denise Area Manager Tubas/Development 
Programme Coordinator 

GVC Luca de Filicaia North Africa Regional Coordinator 

AICS Dario Rossi d’Ambrosio, 
Andrea Cascella Humanitarian Programme Officer 
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